HOLD MERCURY POISONING WORKS

EVER WONDER WHY PREGNANT WOMEN ARE ADVISED TO CUT DOWN ON EATING TUNA?

TUNA, LIKE OTHER LARGE FISH, IS CONTAMINATED WITH MERCURY, WHICH IS A POTENT NEUROTOXIN. OVER 400,000 NEWBORNS ARE AFFECTED BY MERCURY POLLUTION EVERY YEAR. BUT HOW DID THE MERCURY GET INTO THE TUNA—AND OTHER FISH—IN THE FIRST PLACE?

COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS ARE THE LARGEST SOURCE OF TOXIC MERCURY; THEY EMIT 42% OF ALL HUMAN-CAUSED MERCURY POLLUTION IN THE UNITED STATES.

WHEN A COAL SMOKESTACK IS NOT FILTERED, MERCURY AND OTHER POISONS—ARSENIC, LEAD, NICKEL, CHROMIUM AND ACID GASES—are released into the air.

THAT MERCURY DRIFTS THROUGH THE AIR ACROSS THE GLOBE AND RAINS DOWN INTO RESERVOIRS.

EVERY STATE IN THE COUNTRY HAS ISSUED A FISH ADVISORY BECAUSE OF UNSAFE MERCURY CONTAMINATION.

MICROORGANISMS IN THE WATER CONVERT THE MERCURY TO A HIGHLY TOXIC FORM, CALLED METHYLMERCURY.

THAT BACTERIA MAKES THE MERCURY “BIO-AVAILABLE”—ABLE TO BE TAKEN UP BY FISH THAT CONSUME IT.

METHYLMERCURY IS ABSORBED BY FISH THROUGH THEIR GILLS AND DISPERSED THROUGH THEIR BODIES. IT ACCUMULATES IN FATTY TISSUE.
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Contaminated fish is eaten by other fish, birds and mammals – including humans. Typically, the longer a fish lives, and the larger it is, the more mercury accumulates in its flesh. Bluefish, grouper, king mackerel, marlin, orange roughy, shark, swordfish, and tuna (bigeye and ahi) all contain high levels of mercury.

Once we eat contaminated fish, methylmercury goes directly into the organs that have the most fats, where it accumulates.

Breasts: Mercury is found in breast milk.

Brains: Methylmercury is able to breach the blood-brain barrier.

Umbilical cord: Methylmercury reaches the fetus and the baby’s developing brain.

Fetuses and young children are especially vulnerable to poison, which causes brain neuron degeneration and impairs learning and growth.

Help us tell polluters to clean up their coal plants

Mercury poisoning from coal plants can be prevented by installing scrubbers to reduce mercury emissions.

In 2012, EPA announced the first national standards regulating mercury pollution from coal fired power plants. These regulations that protect us from the harmful effects of coal fired power plants are under attack.
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